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Paul Grabowsky
HUSH Collection 3: Music for Complete Calm (reissue)
HUSH Music Foundation (dist. Allegro)
HUSH 003

Paul Grabowsky
HUSH Collection 7: Ten Healing
Songs (reissue)
HUSH Music Foundation
HUSH 007

 

 

I know what you’re thinking, because I was thinking it too: “Music for complete
calm”? “Ten healing songs”? Oh, great — vapid New Age noodling with delusions of
spirituality or (even worse) medical efficacy.

I cannot stress this enough: that’s not what we’re dealing with here.

Jazz pianist and composer Paul Grabowski was inspired some years ago, after
conversations with a pediatrician at the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne,
Australia, to create music that would help promote an atmosphere of calm and healing
for the children and the practitioners there. This led to a series of recordings, some of
which are just now being made available in the United States. Grabowsky could
indeed have gone the chord-washes-and-ocean-sounds route, but instead he did
something improbable: he created music that is complex, interesting, and also
soothing (and, yes, possibly even healing). Volume 3 in the series is a straight-ahead
piano trio album consisting of twelve pieces, one for each month of the year. Every one
of them swings solidly but gently, and features melodies that are structurally advanced
but immediately accessible. Volume 7 is even more impressive: it features his trio as
well as a string quartet and oboist. The path of jazz-classical fusion is strewn with the
detritus of deeply embarrassing experiments, but Grabowsky negotiates it safely by
not worrying too much about being either “jazzy” or “classical,” and instead simply
focusing on writing beautiful and artful music and arranging it in a manner that’s
sensitive to the unique characteristics of the instruments. At no point is his music
boring, but at no point does he seem to be showing off. As any serious musician will
tell you, this is a remarkable achievement. And the proceeds from sales of these discs
are donated to childrens’ hospitals throughout Australia. On every level, these
recordings are a triumph.

CLASSICAL

Various Composers
Haec dies: Music for Easter
Choir of Clare College, Cambridge / Graham Ross
Harmonia Mundi
HMU 907655

This very fine mixed-voice chapel choir has recorded four
previous discs of music for the church year, including for
Christmas, Passiontide, Ascensiontide/Pentecost, and All Saints/All Souls. Its fifth
such program focuses on works for Easter, with pieces spanning five centuries by such
composers as Samuel Scheidt, William Byrd, Patrick Hadley, and Charles Villiers
Stanford, and including mutiple settings of such central scriptural texts as “Haec
dies,” “Surrexit pastor bonus,” and “Terra tremuit.” The Choir of Clare College has an
exceptional stylistic range, and is able to deliver Gregorian plainchant and
contemporary chromaticism with equal authority, making this album a powerful
listening experience from start to finish.

George Hurd
Navigation Without Numbers
The Hurd Ensemble
Innova (dist. Allegro)
937
Rick’s Pick

It’s one thing to create electronic classical music that sounds
arty and modern and electronic; it’s another thing to make modern classical music
that incorporates electronic elements into basically tonal compositions using
conventional instrumental configurations and have it come out sounding both
interesting and fun. (The Kronos Quartet has been doing this successfully for decades,
but has had very little successful company.) Composer George Hurd and his ensemble
accomplish that handily on this album, which features violin, viola, cello, piano, vibes,
and other instruments in a variety of more-or-less standard chamber-music
configurations, alongside electronically manipulated samples wielded by Hurd
himself. The music is sometimes lyrical, sometimes clangorous, and sometimes
(exhilaratingly) both. It’s a tremendous amount of fun but also dense and complex
enough to be much more than merely fun. Highly recommended to all collections.

Maurizio Cazzati; Sebastian Scherer
From Bologna to Beromünster: Mass & Psalms Op. 36
Voces Suaves / Francesco Saverio Pedrini
Claves (dist. Albany)
50-1605

I love recommending world-premiere recordings, especially
of pieces that have been overlooked for centuries; there’s just
a visceral thrill to hearing a piece come to life aurally after being in limbo for such a
long time. When the work or works in question are as fine as these are, the thrill is
even greater — and this recording really is a gem. Cazzati was a rough contemporary
of Monteverdi working in Bologna. His Mass and his Laudate Dominum and
Magnificat settings are notable not only for their sometimes quite forward-thinking
style, but also for their relentless joyfulness, which is communicated beautifully by the
Voces Suaves ensemble (singing one voice per part). The Cazzati works are
interspersed with organ interludes by Sebastian Anton Scherer. Strongly
recommended to all classical collections.

Various Composers
Eagles and Seven Tears
Bassano Quartet; Daniël Brüggen
Aliud (dist. Allegro)
ACD BL 087-2
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